Reform Efforts
Making a Difference Project
SAN DIEGO

FUTURE PLANS:

1. Survive budget problems – sustainability of systems
2. Third payer registration initiative – forensic compliance
3. Addressing disconnect between SART and Prosecution (expert testimony)
4. First responder training for non-stranger sexual assault

PROGRESS:

1. Preventing Rape by Intoxication through Community Education (PRICE) Campaign
   a. Awareness materials on intoxicated rape crime targeted at campuses
   b. Taxi cabs
   c. Bars, coozies, coasters
2. Liaison with Naval / Marines
   a. Lawyers / prosecutors
   b. SART Community
3. Statistics sharing – CMS -- more fields
4. Advocacy CCS and City Attorney
   a. Bystander training for local HD bars. How to train rest of staff to deal with non-stranger sexual assault. What does predatory behavior look like and how to intervene?
6. Sheriff’s Office is currently analyzing any backlogged rape kits in reaction to LA situation
7. Improvement of digital photography storage and transmission of photographic data (no more colposcope)
8. Creation of freestanding center
9. Nine (9) SANE representation within community at health fairs and trained paramedics
10. Three (3) golf tournaments as fundraisers
11. Four (4) prosecution of dx’d sexual exploitation (Ht/266, past trainers)
12. SANE/SART center established protocols for training personnel on how to handle patients and preserve evidence until law enforcement arrives